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ABSTRACT
Transfer of Stimulus Control By Temporal Fading
by

David Allan Steele, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University,

1977

Major Professor: Dr. J . G. Osborne
Department: Psychology

. The present study was designed to analyze the transfer
stimulus control in temporal fading procedures.

of

Several aspects of

temporal fading procedures were manipulated including sources of
inhibitory

stimulus control, delays of reinforcement, and rates of

increase in the temporal parameter of a fading procedure.

In

Experiment I, previous research producing transfer

of stimulus

control in a temporal fading procedure was directly

replicated

controls were implemented for the operation of inhibition.

and

The

results showed that inhibitory stimulus control is not necessary
in order to produce a transfer
backgrounds also transferred
errors.

as participants

with neutral stimulus

from one dimension to another without

However, positive stimulus backgrounds in the fading

procedure prohibited the participants

from achieving an errorless

transfer

In Exp~riment II, a fixed

trial

of discrimination

learning.

duration was employed with a constant and equal delay of

reinforcement for both new and original
this condition,

participants

stimulus dimensions.

did not transfer

another with up to 30-second delays.

In

from one dimension to

Control participants

were

vii

yoked to participants

exposed to delayed and fading procedures

to examine response latencies

under delayed reinforcement for a

simultaneous discrimination.

There were no discernible

response

patterns under this condition except that participants

continued to

emit relatively

short response latencies with a 40-second delay of

reinforcement.

In Experiment III, the effects of different

steps

of temporal fading on transfer were examined. The results showed
that as the step of delay increased (10 sec. per trial),
transferred

earlier

in the fading series.

Also, subjects with

extremely low steps of delay (.1 sec. per trial)
with the original

stimulus dimension.

subjects

tended to remain

Experiments I through III

demonstrated the necessity of either inhibito~y or neutral stimulus
backgrounds, differential

delays of reinforcement correlated with

each stimulus dimension, and relatively
of the original

rapid increments in delay

stimulus dimension to obtain transfers

control in temporal fading procedures.

Whenexcitatory

backgrounds were employed, or no differential
was present, or the delay of the original
increased slowly, errorless
Overall, the results
are a reliable,

transfers

of stimulus
stimulus

delay of reinforcement

stimulus dimension

were not obtained.

indicate that temporal fading procedures

although complexly controlled,

means of obtaining

transfer between two stimulus dimensions.

( 94 pages)

CHAPTER
I
Introduction
For years, the ability

of an organism to discriminate between

two stimuli has been the object of research by psychologists.
usual behavioral paradigm of discrimination
class and two stimulus conditions.

entails

The

one response

The response is reinforced

in one of the stimulus conditions and extinguished in the other.
The result of this process is that the organism comes to respond
nly in the presence of the reinforced stimulus and not in the
oresence of the unreinforced stimulus ' (Millenson, 1967; Keller &
Schoenfeld, 1950).
Typically, this technique of teaching a ·discrimination
nany training sessions and produces a great number of errors,
~esponses to the unreinforced stimulus.

Traditional

requires
i.e.,

discrimination

procedures are also associated with emotional behaviors occurring
·n the presence of the unreinforced stimulus.

The unreinforced

stimulus condition apparently possesses aversive properties which
,isturb the subject and influence his behavior.
In 1963, H.S. Terrace developed a training
~aught discrimination

procedure which

to pigeons without responses occurring in the

1resence of the unreinforced stimulus (S-).

This performance was

,ccornplished by having the S- differ in several ways from the
einforced stimulus (S+). Differences of .schedule component duration,
!i.e. S+ and S-), stimulus wavelength, and brightness were gradually
educed until the only difference was wavelength.

2

Terrace based his technique on earlier

procedures.

(1938, pp. 203-206) demonstrated that if discrimination

Skinner
training

began immediately after a bar-press response was shaped, a brightness
discrimination

could be taught with virtually

no responses to S-.

Schlosberg and Solomon (1943) found rats able to discriminate
two slightly

different

between

gray stimulus cards if the stimuli were

gradually changed from black and white to gray.
Transferring

Stimulus Control

Terrace also demonstrated that stimulus control of responding
could be transferred

from one stimulus dimension to another by

making small progressive physical changes in stimulus conditions.
Terrace (1963b) successfully
green discrimination

transferred

to a discrimination

stimulus control from a redbetween vertical

and hori-

zontal lines by superimposing the lines on the red-green backgrounds,
and then progressively
stimuli.

diminishing the intensHy of the red and green

Pigeons acquired the line discrimination

and no errors occurred during subsequent testing

with few errors
on the red-green

discrimination.
A second manner of transferring

stimulus control from one

dimension to another is to make small and progressive temporal
changes in stimulus conditions.
Terrace's

Temporal changes were an aspect of

(l963a) work on errorless

discrimination

acquisition

such

that small and gradual increments in ' the S- component duration were
made, but Terrace's work did not measure the momentof transfer.
In fact, Terrace's

procedure prevents measuring the momentof

3

transfer

since probing with new stimuli before the subject has
may produce an error which i~ turn would reduce the

transferred

quality of the original

discrimination.

However, Touchette (1971)

developed a temporal procedure to measure the transfer
control.

of stimulus

In Touchette's procedure the new st i mulus dimension was

presented simultaneously with the onset of the trial

and the subse-

quent addi t ion of the estab l ished stimulus dimension was determined
by a temporal parameter, which progressively increased with correct
responses .
While Touchette's procedure was designed to ascertain
noment of transfer

in a simultaneous discr i mination tas k, it has

been employed to produce transfer
jiscrimination
,Striefel,

the

of stimulus control in a successive

task, i.e . , motor to verbal stimuli in retarded boys

Bryan, & Akins, 1974) and is implicit

in other applied

)rocedures, i . e., graduated guidance (Foxx & Azrin, 1973).

Applica-

cions of this technique are understandably few due to its recent
jevelopment.
The purpose of the current research was to analyze the transfer
of stimulus control in temporal fading procedures to further

determine

:he variables which are in control . Several aspects of the temporal
=acting procedure were manipulated including possible sources of
·nhibitory stimulus control, delay of reinforcement,

and step of

·ncrease in the temporal parameters of the fading procedure.

These

tarameters of temporal fading were ndt examined previously and
1ielded further information on the nature of stimulus control and
·ts transfer.

4

CHAPTER
II
Review of Literature
The review of literature

covers four areas within the experi-

mental analysis of behavior; first,
. discrimination

the major studies on errorless

learning in both animals and humanbeings; second,

the nature of a stimulus control shift;
and relative

third,

the topic of choice

delay of reinforcement in concurrent situations;

fourth, inhibitory

stimulus control.

It

and

is neither possible nor

desirable to review all the research completed in each of these
areas, consequently the major and related studies are examined with
an attempt to integrate

their findings with the current research.

Errorless Discrimination Procedures
H.S. Terrace has been most associated with the procedure of
errorless

discrimination

the errorless

transfer

formation and the subsequent by-product of
of discriminations.

strated that a discrimination

Terrace (1963a) demon-

could be taught without the subjects

emitting responses to the stimulus correlated with nonreinforcement
(S-).

The critical

the introduction

aspect of this study was the time and manner of

of S-.

In Terrace's first

introduced early in the first

experiment, S- was

conditioning session or for other

subjects after a number of weeks of training

in the presence of S+.

These conditions were termed early and late respectively.
each of these conditions,
Either S- was initially
and different

Also under

S- was introduced in one of two ways.
equivalent to S+ in brightness and durati on

only with respect to wavelength, or S- had lower

5

brightness and shorter duration values which were gradually increased
till the brightness and duration of S+ was reached.

These two

conditions were called constant and progressive respectively.
Combiningthese two sets of variables yielded four groups:
. rrogressive,

early-constant,

late-progressive,

early-

and late-constant

introduction of S-.
The results showed that the pigeons of the early-progressive
group learned the discrimination with virtually

no errors and the

~ geons exposed to the l ate-cons t ant procedure emitt ed most errors;
&.i
bjects in t he early -constan t and late - progressive procedure s were
lncated between the two extremes .
Terrace (1963b) further extended this work by achieving an
e~rorless t r ansfer of a discrimination
hitially

across t wo dimensions.

subjects were taught a red-green discrimination

e~rors by a procedure similar to the early-progressive
i1 the first

experiment.

t> a vertical-horizontal
T1e first

procedure

Subsequently, the pigeons were shifted
discrimination

by one of three procedures.

was an abrupt shift from the red-green discrimination

t i the vertical-horizontal
s,ssion.

without

For two additional

following the 15th red-green discrimination
groups a vertical

line and a horizontal

l ·ne were superimposed on the red and green background respectively
d1ring sessions 11 through 15.

For one superimposition group, the

Vtrtical and horizontal lines appeared without any color backgrounds
fom the start

of the 16th session.

However, for the superimposition

aid fading group, the S+ and S- background were slowly faded out
d1ring the course of the 16th session.

The control group was trained

6

only on the vertical-horizontal
trained to a criteria
to S- occurred.

discrimination

and all four groups were

of four successive sessions in which no responses

Once that criterion

was met, the first

each returned to the red-green discrimination

3 groups were

for four sessions.

The pigeons that received superimpositions and fading training
acquired the horizontal-vertical

discrimination with no errors

while the other three groups made many errors.
the red-green discrimination,

Also upon return to

the birds of the superimposition and

fading group, which acquired the vertical-horizontal
without errors,

performed errorlessly,

discrimination

while all others made errors.

Variations of Terrace's techniques have been widely used in
both applied and basic research.

Application~ have been made to oral

reading in nursery school children (Corey & Shamow,1972) and
retarded children (Dorry & Zeaman, 1973).

Other applied uses of

Terrace's techniques include the decrease of smoking behavior (Azrin

& Powell, 1968) and the treatment of elective mutism (Wolbert, Nyman,
Snow, & Owen, 1973).
Terrace's techniques have been used to teach form discriminations to retarded children (Sidman & Stoddard, 1967) to establish
angular discriminations

in normal children (Moore & Goldiamond,

1964), and to establish

color discriminations

in normal pre-school

children (Powers, Cheney, &Agostino, 1970).
Moore and Goldiamond (1964) systematically
(1963) procedures and established
with pre-school children.
visual discrimination

the generality

replicated

Terrace's

of Terrace's results

The study applied fading procedures to a

in a matching-to-sample procedure.
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The pre-school children received two series:
tion and a fading series.

a full presenta-

During full presentations,

an isosceles triangle with a particular
displayed briefly at full intensity.

spatial

the sample,

orientation

was

Next, the sample was turned

off and three comparison windows were illuminated at full intensity.
Each windowcontained an isosceles triangle,
matched the spatial

orientation

however, only one

of the sample exactly.

The matching

responses produced either a trinket or food while errors resulted
in the same trial
errors,

occurring again.

If the child made two consecutive

the procedure regressed to a previous step.

fading series,
intensities

the two S- comparisons were presented at lower

than the S+ comparison.

full intensity

presentations

various sequences.

The results

Systematically

Children were exposed to either

or presentations

were used, the discrimination
errors .

During the

of faded intensity

in

indicated that when fading procedures
was readily established,

initiating

with few

and dropping the fading procedures

produced errors during the full presentation and almost no errors
during the fading presentation.
Sidman and Stoddard (1967) compared the efficacy of a teaching
program based on Terrace's techniques together with reinforcement
to the same reinforcement techniques without errorless
training.

discrimination

The objective of both programs wa~ to teach retarded

children to discriminate between circles and ellipses.

The outer

keys of a 9-key matrix were illuminated with a variety of ellipses
and a circle.

The correct choice was always the key on which the

circle was projected.

8

The errorless

program for teaching the circle-ellipse

nation had two ~tages.

The first,

discrimi-

background fading, consisted of

. the 9-key display with a circle on one bright key while the remaining
were dark keys.
incorrect

A series of slides incr eased the brightness of the

keys until discriminative

vs. a key 1t1ith no form

11

on the incorrect

•

control was a key with a form
11

Next, ellipses

keys until the ellipses

were gradua l"ly made brighter
and circle were equally bright.

The children of the control group were first
program which required discrimination
without any stimulus fading.
discrimination

exposed to a

between circles

and ellipses

Children who failed to learn this

were exposed to a form vs. no form program.

successfully,

the circle versus ellipse

program was again presented.

If not, the children were given the ellipse-fading
program or on fa ilure,
The results

If run

segment of the

were given the background-fading program.

demonstrated that the errorle~s

training

techniques

could teach the children the final objective much more effectively
than procedures which generate errors and depend only on reinforcement
and extinction

processes.

Powers, Cheney, and Agostino (1970) extended Terrace's
to establish

color discrimination

Both traditional

with very few errors relative
group.

in normal pre-school children.

techniques and Terrace's

to teach the final discrimination

techniques were employed

which errorless

subjects acquired

to the childr en "in the traditional

The study extended Terrace's

modalities,

techniques

vision and audition,

techniques to new sensory

instead of the usual vision only

mod,11i ty 2nd demonstrated the advantage of sound as an S- s ti mul us.

9

The Nature of a Stimulus Control Transfer
Since the stimulus change in fading procedures is a continuous
and gradual procedure, whether or not the transfer

in control of

behavior occurs in a similar fashion has been questioned.
(1967) explored the possibility

Schusterman

of the shift being sudden or gradual

and whether it occurred early or late in fading.

California sea lions

were presented with a fading program used to effect nine errorless
reversals of a for m discrimination.

A series of probe trials

inserted

at several points in the program revealed that subjects differed in
the point at which they transferred

from a size cue to the reversed

forms. Schusterman concluded that attention
the original

was primarily focused on

dimension and then gradually shifted to the new stimulus

dimension since he summarized data of individual subjects across many
trials,

producing a smooth curve.
On the other hand, Schusterman's analysis agrees with _the

predictions

of continu ity theories of discrimination

learning

(Mackintosh, 1965), and it seems likely that the subject's
behavior would closely parallel
the different

analyses exist.

the environment's changes.
First,

attending
Consequently,

it appears that subjects may

attend to both stimulus dimensions and gradually transfer

the basis

of their response to the new dimension or second, perhaps, the subject
attends in a dichotomous fashion, i.e.,
but not both.

In the latter,

to one dimension or the other,

the change in respond-Ing from the old

to the new dimension is rapid and may occur within a single trial.
Touchette (1971) offered evidence that the actual transfer

in

.s a discret e and rapid change
control, at least in retard ed subjects, 1vc1

10

and that the subject did not attend to both dimensions for possibly
morEthan one t~ial.

Touchette measured the momentof transfer

. fad 'ng out an established

by

stimulus dimension on a temporal basis.

By ts iing a temporal fading procedure, Touchette was able to separate
the t~o stimulus dimensions and ascertain
sub:ect attended.

to which dimension the

Severely retarded adolescent boys were taught to

disc r i minate between a red and a simultaneous ly present white key.
The red vs. white discrimination
basEli ne.

served as a stimulus control

The fading procedure consisted of the superimposition

of

let ier I with legs pointing down (S+) and up (S-) on the red and
whi e stimuli.

on 1he

The positive st imulus was on the red and the negative

white.

nex 1 trial

The correct response on the first

trial

affected

the

by delaying the onset of the red stimulus an addition al

0.5 seconds.

Consequently on the second trial,

both figures were

pro :ected on white backgrounds and after 0.5 seconds delay, red was
a~dtd to the correct key.
red was added after

Following a correct

1 second, etc.

An incorrect

response on that trial,
response terminated

th1e trial

and reduced the stimulus delay on the follo wing trial

se·cmds.

Hov1ever,the number of errors that occurred was ins i gni fi cant.

by

Trnuchette fo 11m•Jed this basic trans fer procedure with a series of
discrimination

reversals,

each accomplished by reintroducing

red stimulus and delaying its onset as before.
stiwlus

the

However, the line

previously associated with S- was now associated with S+

amd vice versa .
. The results

showed that as the temporal delay of the onset of

0.5

11

:he red stimulus was increased, each subject lengthened his response
atencies to await the onset of S+. However, for each subject there
came a point when the subject did not wait for the onset of the
~riginal S+, but instead responded to the new stimulus dimension.
iubsequent response latencies were then generally shorter than
,reviously and the subject discriminated solely on the basis of the
aew stimulus dimension.

A series of discrimination

reversals

·eplicated this performance in each of three boys.
Touchette's data indicated that the point of transfer

from one

!timulus dimension could vary greatly between subjects and even
~ithin subjects from reversal to teversal.
he point of transfer,

However, no matter when

the data demonstrated that the transfer was

,br upt.
In an applied study, Striefel,

Bryan, and Aikins (1974) trans-

ierred stimulus control from motor to verbal stimuli with a temporal
ading procedure.
111
itative

Whenmentally retarded adolescents were under

control of behavior, a verbal instruction

was presented

tefore the behavior was modeled. Each correct response produced a
b nger delay between the verbal instruction
tehavior.

and the modeling of the

Temporal fading in the present study differed from

"buchette (1971) in that the discrimination

task was successive

rather than simultaneous, but the procedure was effective
s.ibjects responded correctly to verbal instructions
A:lditionally, Striefel

and all

after training.

et al. (1974)' extended Touchette's procedure

b two sensory modalities

(visual-auditory)

and provided additional

~idence that stimulus control transfer was a discrete process since a

12

transfer

of stimulus control generally occurred Dn the first

trial

where a temporai delay occurred between the verbal instruction

and

.the modeling of the behavior.
Several researchers
transfers

have proposed that stimulus control

occur in two stages.

Most recently,

Fields,

Bruno, and

Keller (1976) demonstrated that nevi stimuli acquire dimensional
control in two sequential

stages.

First,

the combined stimulus

is faded out and the new element controls responding and second,
the new stimulus alone controls

responding.

This analysis concurred

with suggestions by Ray and Sidman (1970) regarding controlling
stimulus-response
Fields,
transfer

relationships.

13runo, and Keller (1976) demonstrated this type of

using pigeons.

First,

the subjects were exposed to a

stimulus fading procedure where responding was trans ferred from
red and black stimuli to lines of different

orientation.

Subsequent

to superimposing one lin e on the red stimulus and the other li ne on
the black stimulus,

line intensity

\vas increased and that of the

red stimulus background was decreased.

The control exerted by each

element of the compoundstimulus was assessed with probes consisting
of red and line stimuli presented separately
fading.

The results

during the course of

showed that as the 1i nes were faded in they

did not acquire control of responding.
out, the lmver intensity

But as the red was faded

red stimulus in combinution with the line

stimulus controll ed responding and subsequently the angular orientation of the lin es controlled

responding.

Finally,

probes of line

stimuli determ·ined the point at which lin es alone r:ia·intained stimulus

13

control.

Fields, Bruno, and Keller concluded that new stimuli in a

fading procedure acquire dimensional contro l in sequent ial stages
and that the acquisition

of stimulus control during fading procedures

can be explained in terms of attenuation

of stimulus blocking.

this sense, blocking means that previous . discrimination

In

training

with one set of stimulus element s fouryd in the compoundstimuli
reduces the control acquired by other elements.
Transfers of stimulus control also have been achie ved without
direct

pairing of the stimulus dimensions.

Subjects are taught

to match one set of stimuli (A) to another set (B) and to match (B)
to a third set (C) in a match-to-sample paradigm.

Subsequently,

the subjects are able to corr ectly match set (A) to set (C) without
bei ng taught that task.

The emergence of this untaught match-to-

sample performance has been labeled medi ated transfer

(Peters,

1935,

pp. 20-21) and has been employed to teach oral readi ng in retarded
children (Sidman, Cresson, &Willson- Morris, 1974; Sidman & Cresson,
1973) and reading comprehension (Sidman, Cresson, &Willson-Morris,
1974 ).

As this technique varies greatly from the other techniques

discussed,

it is not examined further .
Relative Delay of Reinforcement

It .is well established

that stimulus fading produces a transfer

of stimulus control but, as yet, there is no explanation why a
transfer
tra nsfer.

of stimulus control occurs or what controls the momentof
Apparently, a stimulus control transfer

in the physical

fading procedure is not dictated by psychophysiological

constraints,
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e.g.,

the original

dimension being imperceptible.

case, the organism would produce an acquisition

If that were the
pattern,

i.e.,

would

commit errors to the new stimulus dimension and there would be no
errorless

transfer

in the physical fading procedure.

In the temporal

fading procedures as well, there is no physical constraint
In fact, the subject could remain with the original
indefinitely

and continue to be reinforced .

on transfer.

dimension

Consequently, the question

remai ns as to why stimulus control does transfer.
The current research analyzes transfers

of stimulus control,

in part , in terms of the cont ingenci es of reinforce ment which exist in
a temporal fading procedure.
two alternate

routes to reinforcement, the subject may base his

response upon the relative
alternative.

Whena temporal fading procedure offers

delay of reinforcement engendered by each

In concurrent response situations,

Chungand Herrnstein

(1967) have analyzed choice as a function of immediacy of reinforcerrent for two concurrent operants.
Chung and Herrnstein (1967) initially

exposed pigeons to

concurrent VI 1-minute schedules of reinforcement.

After stable

r;erformance was obtained, delays of reinforcement were initiated
for 8 seconds on one key (standard key) and for various durations
ranging from l to 30 seconds on the remaining key (experimental key).
Wiena response to be reinforced occurred, the experimental chamber
chrkened until the reinforcer was delivered.
~lays of reinforcement in an irregular
~lative

Exposure to various

order revealed that the

frequency of responding on the key with variable delays was

a function of the relative

duration of the delay intervals

on the
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standard and experimental keys.

In other words, the relative

frequency

of responding on the experimental key matched the ratio of the duration
of the delay for that key over the sum of the duration of the delays
for both keys.

The data showed that the pigeon preferred,

responded more to, that key on which the relative
ment (the reciprocal
Similarly,

i.e.,

immediacy of reinforce-

of delay) was greater.

Rachlin and Green (1972) analyzed the relationship

between choice and delay of reinforcement in a t r ials procedure.
Whenpigeons \!Jere exposed to a choice between a small immediate
reward and a l arge delayed reward, they invariably
imn~diate reward.
availability

chose the small

However, if a delay was imposed between the

of both alternatives,

the pigeon's choice depended upon

the length of that delay.
Rachlin and Green's study is relevant to the current inv est igation in terms of the preference produced by a choice between a small
immediate reward and a large delayed reward.
procedure, there is a greater certainty
history,

associated with the original

is with the new stimulus dimension.
the original

In the temporal fading

of reinforcement,

due to past

stimulus dimension then there
As the delay in the onset of

stimulus dimension increases , the value of responding

to the more uncertain alternative,
begin to exert control over choice.

the new stimulus dimension, may
At some point in time the

subject then responds to the new di mension rather than delay
reinforcement until the onset of the original

dimension .

discriminated response has occurred and been reinforced,

After this
the subject

almost in variably responds to the new stimulus dimension providing

ar immediate payoff (cf. Touchette, 1971).
A delay of reinforcement,

i.e.,

from the trial

onset to the

resronse, occurs in the temporal fading procedure use~ by Touchette
(1971) because there is an increasing

of

reinforcer

delay between the availability

and the actual production of that reinforcer.

The length of that delay is dependent upon the stimulus dimension
to \.\hich the subject attends.

the subject waits for the original

If

stinuli to appear, then the subject delays reinforcement longer
fron the onset of each successive trial.
his responding to the new stimuli,

However, if he transfers

reinforcement is immedia te for a

res~nse to the S+. Consequently, the procedure offers two alternat~VfS

to reinforcem ent, one immediate for responses to the new S+,

and ne increasingly

delayed for responses to the original

Several resear chers have demonstrat ed relatioilships
cho~e and delay of reinforcement with children

S+.
bet1·1een

(Ebbesen &Mischel,

197~ Burns & Powers, 1975). Burns and Powers (1975) replicated

Racrlin and Green's mode.I in norma·1children.
expGed to a choice situation

Twoyoung boys were

where one alternative

(left)

led to a

choi:e betv,een a small immediate reHard or a large delayed reward
whi~ the other alternative
onli

(right)

Once the l eft alternative

rewa-d 1-1aschosen on many tri a 1s.
initial

led to the large delayed reward

had been selected,

However, as the ti me beti·:een the

choice and the terminal choice was increased,

the left alternative

the immediate

preference for

increased and the children chose the immediate

rewa·d almost exclus~vely.

Consequently, whi'le it was apparent that

pref?rence could chcrnge i1s a furictior. of time, the variables
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influencing choice were unclear.
Mischel and Ebbesen (1970) found that children delayed rewards an
average of one minute when both immediat e less-preferred

rewards

and delayed (15 minutes) but more-preferred rewards were available.
Other experimental conditions revealed that the availability
the reward for attention

of

variable in determining the

was a critical

amount of time el apsed before the immediate reward was chosen.
Favell and Favell (1972), in a match-to-sample procedure,
demonstrated that choice in children could be controlled by conditioned positive reinforcement when reinforcement was immediate
for either of two alternative
reinforcer
original

responses.

Such a conditio ned

exists in the temporal fading procedure, i.e.,

the

S+. However, Touchette s (1971) data suggest that delay.
1

of reinforcement was a more powerful variable as the delay of
reinforcement increased.
Although the above investigators
and procedures, their results
to one of two alternative

employed different

indicate that a subject's

response

sources of reinforcem ent can be controlled

both by conditioned reinforcers

and differential

ment. On the basis of their research,
choose an immediate reinforcer
the delayed reinforcer

subjects

delays of reinforce-

it is expected a subject will

over a delayed reinforcer,

even when

is larger (Rachlin & Green, 1972) or more

preferred (Mische1 & Ebbesen, 1970) than the immediate reinforcer.
Consequently, the differential
the

th 10

delay of reinforcement between

stimulus dimensions may account for a subject's

transfer

from one stimulus dimension to another in the temporal fading
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procedure.

In temporal fading, the alternative

ment (imITTeciatevs. delayed) are perfectly
'different.

sources of reinforce-

correlated

with the two

~timulus dimensions.
Inhibitory

Stimulus Control

The ourth area of concern is inhibitory

st imulus control .
•
Touchett e s (1971) procedure may contain inhibitory properties since,
1

in the transfer

procedure, the ne1·1 stin1ulus display contains an

S- eleme t of the original
the newline

display,

i.e.,

the white background for

stimuli.

If the subjects in Touchette s procedure are partially

under

1

the contro i of the white background of the new stimulus display, a
question arises as to what effect the S- of the original ·display
being compounded with the new stimulus dimensio n (lin es) has upon
the subjec t s performance .
I

Terr ace (1966), after

reviewing considerable

stimulus control both traditional

and errorless,

S- functions as an aversive or inhibitory
nation learning occurs with errors,
stimulus following discrimination

research on
conclu ded that

stin 1ulu s when discrimi-

but functions as a neutral
le ar ning without errors.

On the

other hand, Karpicke and Hearst (1975) produced evidence which
indicated that inhibition
of an errorless

developed in a nonreinforc ed stimu lu s

discrimination

between stimulus and reinforcer
producing inhibitory

and that a negative correlation
seemed to be the crucial

factor in

stimulus control.

Pigeons were trained to discrimin ate betv,een a positive

stimulus
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(white key) and a negative stimulus (red or green ·key) with Terra·ce's
fading procedures.

Subsequent generalization

wavelengths with intermittent

tests at four varied

reinforcement for key pecking yielded

least responding at the value of the negative st imulus in the most
"errorless " birds as well as in birds with err ors.
In a similar investigation,
Brown (1975) investigated

Rilling,

inhibitory

Caplan, Howard, and

stimulus control following

discr imination learning with few errors using three different
generalization

procedures.

Pigeons acquired a discrimination

a green stimulus and a vertica l or horizontal
tial

between

line through differen-

auto-shaping on multiple schedules with gradua1ly incre asing

stimu lus durations.

Subsequent generalization

testing was alo ng

a lin e-ti lt continuum. For one group, a resistance-to-reinforcement
procedure in which all responses to all line-tilts
on a variable-interval

were reinforced

schedule was employed. For a second group

under similar procedures, the lines were superimposed on a green
field that for merly served as the positive stimulus.
group was test ed in extinction

with the combined stimuli.

control groups had no discrimination
tially

The third

training

Remaining

but were non-differen-

reinforced for responding to green.
The results

showed that both resistance-to-reinforcement

produced inhibitory

gradients around the negative stimulus, 1<1hile

the gradient for the extinction

group was relatively

flat.

quently, the authors concluded that the S- of an errorless
tion is an inhibitory

groups

stimulus.

Consediscrimina-
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As Touchette (1971) did not control for inhibition,
possible that the inhibitory

stimulus control of the display background

is necessar y to produce a transfer
fading procedure.

it is

of stimulus control in a temporal

On the other hand, the successful replication

Touchette's procedure by Striefel

of

et al. (1974) without the inhibitory

stimulus background suggests that the S- background may either
1) not be necessar y, or 2) Striefel 's procedure is an additional
method of achieving transfer.
Touchette in t hat Striefel

Striefel 's procedure differed

from

employed a successive discrimination

rather than a simultaneous discrimination,
stimuli rath er than simple visual stimuli.

task

and verbal and visual
Consequently, the verbal

stimuli serving as the new stimulus dimension did not have any
components of the original

stimulus dimension, i.e.,

the trainer's

motor behavior .
However, it is difficult

to ascertain

all the features of

compoun stim ulus control that may have occurred in Striefel 's
successive discrimination
behavi er by the trainer

procedure, for instance,

a lack of motor

may have had i nhi bi tory properties.

Conse-

quently , the current research will control for possible inhibitory
stimulu s effects

and determine their relationship

temporal fadi ng procecure.

to transfer

in a
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CHAPTER
I Il
Statement of the Problem
Historically,

operant conditioning research has been concerned

with fading to produce transfers

of stimulus control,

matters such as sizes of fading steps, correctional
tional fading procedures, and the relatedness

and with related
versus noncorrec-

of stimulus dimensions.

Only recently (Touchette, 1971) has the momentof transfer

in a

fadi~g procedure been measured.
The measurement of the momentof transfer
step.

Wecannot begin to manipulate or functionally

phenomenonuntil we can first,
(Bachrach, 1962).
of controlling
dures .

represents

define it,

understand a

and second, measure it

The current research addressed variables suspected

transfer

of stimulus control in temporal fading proce-

Thought to contribute to the momentof transfer

the differential

an important

delays of reinforcement correlated

are first,

with each of the

stimulus dimensions in a temporal fading procedure; second, inhibitory
stimulus control knownto be present in other errorlessly
discrimin ations; and third,

the step constants of temporal delay

affecting the point at which transfer
In view of possible inhibitory
of differential

formed

occurs.
stimulus control,

the operation

delays of reinforcement, and· a lack of information

regarding the importance of the value of the delay variable,
current research extends our knowledge of the transfer

the

of stimulus

control in a temporal fading procedure.
Experiment I 1<1il1identify whether or not inhibHory stimulus
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control is a necessary prerequisite
transfer

to produce a stimulus control

in a temporal fading procedure.

or produce transfer

Experiment II will prevent

by manipulating the differential

delay of

reinforcement between the original and the new stimulus dimensions.
Finally, Experiment III will manipulate different
delay to determine if the point of transfer

step constants of

can be controlled.
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CHAPTER
IV
General Methodology
Participants
Eleven normal and three retarded persons served as participants for three studies.
institutionalized

All of the retarded individuals

for some time but none had participated

stimtulus cont rol research.

Normal participants

surrounding communityand one had participated

had been
in any prior

wer e from the
in pr ior resea r ch.

PareMtal consent was obtained prior to participation.
Apparatus
Daily sessions were conducted in a dimly lit room approximately
1. 5 rmby 3.0 m. Participants
containing two translucent

sat before a 39 ·cm by 52 cm panel

plexiglass keys 4 cm by 6 cm which also

served as st imulus displays and manipulanda. Also, two 2.5 cm square
ligh t s were adjacent to the keys.

The keys were 26 cm apart and

9.5 cm from the base of the panel.

Stimuli were presented from the

rear by two one- plane IEE projectors.

Electromechanical equipment

in an adjacent room controlled reinforcement contingencies,

stimulus

condi tions, session length, and recorded latency and response data.
M&M reinforcers

were dispensed by a Davis Scientific

Instrument

reinforcement dispenser.
General Procedures
Sessions were generally conducted 5 days a week and each
session was terminated after 30 trials.
correct response produced an M &M.

In all experiments, each
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Participants

were escorted to and from the experimental area

and were free to terminate the experiment at any time.

Each parti-

cipant was given a paper cup at the beginning of each session in
which to deposit their M & M's if they chose to save them.
Stimulus Control Baseline
Initially,

the experimenter,

sitting

beside the participant,

n~deled one or two responses for each participant.
parti~ipant

was reinforced

for a response to one illumina ted (S+)

key, red or 111hite, for five trials.

The illuminated

on the same pane1 during these tri a 1s .

interval.

(correctional
interval

key remained

Each correct response

produced an M & M, darkened the key, and initiated
int ertrial

Next, the

a 3-second

Responses to th e other , dark key had no effect

procedure) and any responses during the intertrial

reset the intertrial

interval.

Next, the red or white (S+) key randomly alternated
for 5 trials
intertrial

and a response produced an M z~Mand initiated
interval.

increa sed in intensity

of white or red light.

tance change) of the key.
in the intensity

an

Gradually, the previously dark key (S-) was
Each occurrence of a

correct response produced an incr ease in the intensity

(via resis-

Any errors produced a one-step decrease

of the key and if no errors · \vere made the S-

matched the S+ key in intensity
trials

position

after ten trials.

Then ten more

of red vs. white completed the shaping session.

Next, one

complete session of red vs. white was conducted to collect
lat encies from the onset of a trial

baseline

until a response occurred.
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CHAPTER
V
Experiment I
The purpose of the first

experi ment was to systematically

repli cate Touchette's (1971) study with a control for the possible
effect of inhibitory

stimuli.

As pointed out earlier,

procedlure possibly contains aspects of inhibitory

Touchette's

stimulus control

and successful transfer may be dependent upon the operation of inhibitory s t imulus control .
original

By manipulating the color aspect of the

S+ and S- , it is possible to remove the inhibitory

aspect of the compoundstimulus and, instead,

substitute

stimulus

the S+ aspect.

Also a control for both ~- and S+ aspects was employed. A novel and
presumably neutral (blue) background accompanied the fading procedure
in one condition.
.Method
Participants
Five male patients of WoodwardState Hospital-School, Woodward,
Iowa ranging from 6 years, 3 months, to 20 years, 10 months, classified from mild to moderately retarded,
female served as participants.
been institutionalized
male participants

and one six-year old normal

The youngest male participant

had

for less than 3 months, and the remaining

had been institutionalized

from 2 to 7 years.

All

subjects had reportedly normal vision, one male had a hearing deficit
in one ear, and all had good receptive language abilitites.

All but

one of the male particip ants also had well developed expressive
1anguage.
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Procedure
Initially,

each of the six participants

errorless, two-ke~ simultaneous discrimination
under general methodology.

experienced the
procedure described

However, for three participants

was white and the S- red, and for three participants
red and the S- white.
consecutive trials

the S+

the S+ was

Following a baseline session and after

ten

on which no errors occurred, the subjects

proceeded in an ABAfashion, through the following conditions
comm
encing with the next session.
Fading procedure.
(S+) and horizontal

Superimposed stimuli consisting

of verti cal

(S-) black lines were presented simultaneously

with the red and white stimuli on Trial l.

For three participan ts,

the S+ was superimposed on the red key, and the S- was superimposed
on the white key.

For the other three participan ts , the S+ was

superimposed on the white key and the S- was superimposed on the
red key.
Table 1
Stimulus Displays for Participant s in Experiment I.
(S+ in the new dimension was always a vertical
line and S- a horizontal line.)

NewDimension
Background

Original Dimension
S+
S-

Pl
P2

White
Red

Red
White

White
Red
-

P3
P4

White
Red

White
Red

Red
White

PS
P6

Glue
Glue

White
Red

Red
White

J
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As the fading progressed, the stimulus backgrounds to the new
stimulus dimensions of lines were red for two participants,
for two participants,

white

and blue for the remaining two participants.

Thus each pair of participants

had a background previously associated

with a positive stimulus, negative stimulus, or a neutral stimulus
(see Table l for experimental conditions).
For participants

in Experiment I, a correct response on Trial

affected the next trial
1.0 second.

by delaying the onset of the original

S+

Thus, on Trial 2, both lines were presented and, after

a 1.0 second delay, the S+ was added to the correct key.

On Trial 3,

if the correct response had been made on Trial 2, the S+ was added
after 2.0 seconds.
terminated the trial
by 1.0 second.

On the other hand, an incorrect

response

and reduced the delay in the subsequent trial

Intertrial

intervals

For the two control participants,

were 3.0 seconds.
(P5 and P6), original

S+ and

S- backgrounds were added to the display when the delay terminated.
Thus the display changed from vertical

and horizontal

lines on blue

backgrounds, to lines on red and white backgrounds.
The criterion

for terminating the fading procedure was a

response shift to the new stimulus dimension for at least ten
consecutive trials
and the participant's

as evidenced by a change in response latencies
choice of key.

Reversal training.

At the start of each reversal sequence,

the previously incorrect horizontal line was designated as correct
by pairing it with the original

S+. Each reversal was accomplished
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by reintroducing

the original

Again the criterion

S+ and delaying its onset as before.

for terminating each sequence was a shift

~timulus control for at least ten consecutive trials.
however a minimumof thirty
usual session length.

trials

There was,

in each reversal to accomodate the

If those participants

did not transf er after 90 trials

in

having the S+ background

the fading procedure was terminated.
Results

One pair of participants,
Touchette's

(1971) study.

Pl and P2, served to replicate

Latencies from the onset of a trial

until a response occurred can be seen in Figures 1 and 2.

The

temporal f ading procedure with an S- background produced a transfe r
of stimulus control similar to that obtained
latencies

initially

by

Response

increased as the temporal delay to the addition

of the origin al stimulus di mension was increased.
of 8 to 9 seconds delay in the presentation
the response latencies
participant

Touchett e:

decreased drastically,

At an average

of the original
indicating

stimulus,

that the

was now attending to the new stimulus dimension.

Notably, Pl and P2 made 14 errors over a total of 240 trials.
Consequently , their performance was less accurate than that of
Touchette's three experienced subjects who made 8 errors over 640
trials.
For the second pair of participants,

P3 and P4, the stimulus

background during fading was that of the original

S+. As can be seen

from Figures 3 and 4, this contra 1 for inhibitory

stimulus effects

resulted iri a great number of errors and did not produce an errorless

Figure l.

The response latencies
are from trial

in seconds for Pl.

Latencies

onset to the occurrence of a response

and the point at which the original

stimulus

dimension was introduc ed is shown in the upper portion
of the graph.

Solid black lin es indicate

correct

responses and dashed lines ind i cate er ror s .

The

top line steps up or down in correspondence with
correct or incorrect

response s .
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The. response latencies
are from trial

in seconds for P2.

Latencies

onset to the occurrence of a response

and the point at which the original

stimulus dimension

was introduced is shown in the upp~r portion of the
graph.

Solid black lines indicate

and dashed lines indicate

errors.

correct

responses

The top line steps

up or down in correspondence with correct or incorrect
responses.
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The response latencies
are from trial

in seconds for P3.

Latencies

onset to the occurrence of a response

and the point at which the original

stimulus dimension

was introduced is shown in the upper portion of the
graph.

Solid black lines indicate

and dashed lines indicate

errors.

correct

respons es

The top line steps

up or down in correspondence with correct or incorrect
responses.
experience.

Page 35 is the continuation

of P3's
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The response latencies
are from trial

in seconds for P4.

Latencies

onset to the occurrence of a response

and the point at which the original

stimulus dimension

was introduced is shown in the upper portion of the
graph.

Solid black lines indicate

and dashed lines indicate

errors.

correct responses
The top line steps

up or down in correspondence with correct or incorrect
responses.
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discrimination

transfer.

Participants

did not delay their response

until an S- was added to the display,

1vhich \'JaS a necessary strategy

to render the discrimination

possible,

but rather,

the subjects

would respond to one or the other of the S+ backgrounds.
number of errors occurred before either participant

A great

attained

stable

performance.
The final pair of participants,

P5 and P6, had a fading

proceJure employing a neutral stimulus background.
participants,
first

P6, essentially

two participants.

original

replicated

One of the

the performance of the

However, it was necessary to fade out the

stimulus dimension in 2-second steps as one session of

fading in 1-second steps simply produced longer and longer response
1a tenci es.

For the other par ti ci pant, P5, the trans fer of s ti mulus

control occurred very ear ly and the particip ant cons i stent ly emitted
latencies

much shorter than P6 (note differing

ordinates in Figures 5 and 6).

Discussion
The temporal fading procedure employed by Touchette (1971) did
not control for the possible effects

Karpicke and Hearst (1975) and Rilling,

As

Kaplan, Howard, and Brown

(1975) have demonstrated that the S- in errorless
be an inhibitory

stimuli.

of inhibitory

discrimination

stimulus that can suppress respond"ing, the current

experiment included controls

for possible inhibitory

effects.

The present experiment indicated that inh ·ibitory stimulus
control while perhaps sufficient,
errorless

car1

transfer.

is not necessary to produce an

This conclusion is brought about by the fact

Figure 5.

The response latencies
are from trial
original

in seconds for P5.

Latencies

onset and the point at which the

stimulus dimension was introduced is shown

in the upper portion of the graph.

Solid black

lines indicate correct responses and dashed lines
indicute errors.

The top line steps up or down in

correspondence with correct or incorrect

responses.
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Figure 6. The response latencies
are from trial

in seconds for P6. Latencies

onset and the point at which the

original stimulus dimension was introduced is shown
in the upper portion of the graph.

Solid black lines

indicate correct responses and dashed lines indicate
errors.

The top line steps up or down in correspondence

with correct or incorrect responses.

Note that the

ordinate scale differs from previous figures.
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that the subjects under the condition of a presumably neutral stimulus
background also transferred

from the original

to the new stimulus

dimension without errors and with response patterns
obtained by Touchette and Pl and P2. The neutrality

similar to that
of the blue

background is assumed since it had no experimental history of pairing
with either

S+ or S- conditions.

The experi mental condition which employed a positive

stimulus

background produced a great number of errors for both participants
and did not result
Both subjects,

in performances similar to any other particip ant s.

P2 and P3, emitted many errors upon the in troduction

of the fading procedure and continued to make errors throughout

the experiment.

Their disrupted perfo rmance i.s eas i"ly predicted

consid ering the prior function of the stimulus background, i .e.,

it

formerl y served as a discriminative

Also,

stimulus for reinforcement.

P2 and P3's performance suggests that the S- background served to
suppress errors in Pl and P2's perfor mance.
But at th e same time, the stimulus background which had Sassociations

in the original

discrimination

may not have been an

Since no independent test of i nhibitory

inhibitory

stimulus.

properties

was conducted it is possible that the S- in the current

experiment may simply have been a neutral stimulus since those
participants
errorless

with a neutral stimulus background also achieved an

transfer.

In conclusion,

the first

experiment indicates

that inhibi t ory

stimulus control is not necessary, but may be sufficient,
a transfer

of st i mulus control.

to produce

However, it appears necessary that
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the stimulus background does not have S+ properties
discrimination
Finally,

in the original

as such a procedure greatly disrupts performance.

it is sufficient

for the stimulus background to be neutral,

a procedure which produces performance similar to procedures
employing inhibitory

stimulus control.
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CHAPTER
VI
Experiment II
As pointed out in the introduction,

the temporal fading proce-

dure may be viewed as presenting two routes to reinforcement i.e.,
the original and new stimulus dimensions.

If the transfer

of

stimulus control is, in fact, a function of the differential

delay

of reinforcement between the original and new stimulus condit ions ,
then it should be poss ible to prevent a transfer

of stimulus

control by making the dela y of reinforcement constant and equal
for both the new and the original

stimulus dimensions.

In order to bett e~ understarid the effects
ment alone in a simultaneous discrimination
of the original

red vs. white discrimination

of delay of r ein force-

task, a control condition
with delayed reinforce-

ment was also employed. This condition enabled the response
latencies

under delayed reinforcement for a simultaneous ~i~crimina -

tion to be compared to the latencies
procedure without a differential
stimulus dimensions.
employed a fixed trial

produced by a temporal fading

delay of reinforcement between

To accomplish these goals, Experiment II
duration.
Method

Participants
Three male and one female patients of WoodwardState Hospita lSchool, Woodward,Iowa ranging from 10 years, 6 months to 43 years
in age and classified
participants.

from mild to severely retarded,

Twohad been institutionalized

served as

for over 5 years and
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the remaining two for less than 3 months. . All four had fairly
good receptive l anguage and two of these also had expressive language.
Procedure
Init ia lly, each of the four naive participants
errorless

discrimination

procedure described earlier .

two participants

After a

of immed-iatereinforcement

baseline session and ten consecutive trials
with no errors,

experienced the

proceeded through the delayed

reinforcement condition and temporal fading procedure, and two
participants

proceeded through the delayed reinforcement condition

only.
Delayed reinforcem ent and t emporal fadin[.
seconds for the first

5 trials,

Trials lasted 10

20 seconds for the next ten, 30

seconds for ten, and then 40 seconds for the last 5 trials
first

session . A trial

of the

began with the new stimuli present,

and

the or ig inal stimuli were added after a temporal delay as in
Experiment I.
increased

by

The temporal delays started

at 0.0 seconds and

1.0 second steps on each trial.

Whena response to

either key was made, the keys darkened, an adjacent white light
went on, and the display remained dark until the trial
Responses to the dark keys had no effect.
trial,

a reinforcer

Upon completion of the

was dispensed if a correct response had occurred,

and a three-second intertrial

interval

response occurred, no reinforcer
interval.

elapsed.

began.

was delivered prior to the intertrial

If no response occur red, the trial

howevet this did not occur.

If an incorrect

conditions repeated,
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The increasing delay of the original stimulus onset was in the
same temporal d1rection as Touchette (1971).
did not transfer
original

If the participant

his response after the delay in the onset of the

stimuli had reached 30 seconds, the next condition was

initiated

after 30 additional

transferred

trials

occurred.

If the participant

his responding, the next condition was initiated

after

10 consecutive responses to the new stimulus dimension had occurred.
Delayed reinforcement.

The red and white stimuli were present

throughout the duration of the trial;

however, when a response to

either key was made, the display darkened, an adjacent white light
went on, and remained until the trial
of the trial,

elapsed.

Upon completion

a reinforcer was dispensed if a correct response had

occurred, and a 3-second intertrial

interval

began.

the dark keys had no effect and if an incorrect

Responses to

response occurred,

no reinforcer was delivered prior to the intertrial

interval.

The response latencies were recorded sequentially
analysis of their temporal position within the trial
two participants
participants

was made. The

in this condition were yoked to the first

two

for a determination of the number of tr-ials to occur.

Immediate reinforcement.
conditions,

and an

Following the delayed reinforcement

for all four participants,

for a correct response.

reinforcement was immediate

For the two participants

under delayed

reinforcement, reinforcement for a correct response was no longer
delayed.

For the two participants

under delayed reinforcement plus

temporal fading procedure, reinforcement became irr.mediate for a
correct response to either the new or the old stimulus dimension.
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Trial length was again increased as in the second condition and the
new stimulus dimension was temporally faded for the two participants
who experienced the delayed reinforcement and temporal fading
procedure (see Table 2).
Table 2
Experimental Conditions for P7, PS, P9, and PlO
Immediate
sR+

Delayed
sR+

Immediate
sR+

T
E
M F
p A

0
R
A
L

R vs. 14
Response
Terminates
Trial

P7

D

&

I

P8

40"

I
10

40"
40"

I

10

II

40"
II

N
TRIALLENGTH

G

c
0

pg

N

T

&

R
0
L

PlO

R vs. W
Response
Terminates
Trial

40

I

10

40

11

40

11

40

11

I

11

lO

11

II

Results
Participants

7 and 8 were exposed to the S+ fading procedure

with delayed reinforcement.

During the second delay of reinforce-

ment session, the delay remained at 40 seconds.

For both subjects,

it can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 that their response latencies
leng thened to await the onset of S+ both in the delayed reinforcement
and in the subsequent immediate reinforcement series.
participants
Experiment I.

made a transfer

None of the

to the new stimulus dimension as in

For all four participants,

the delays between
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responses and subsequent reinforcers

can be found in the appendix.

P7 omitted quite a few responses in the first

and second

sessions of immediate reinforcement following the delayed reinforcement series.

Also, his latencies

delayed reinforcement condition.

became more variable in the ·
A few responses were made to the

new stimulus dimension and one error was made. For PB this was not
the case.

PB's latencies were extremely uniform throughout the

sessions and PB always based his response on the original

stimulus

dimension.
Participant

9 was yoked to P7 in terms of nunt>er of trials

under delayed reinforcement and immediate reinforcement conditions.
As can be seen in Figure 9, P9's response latencies

did not lengthen

as the delayed reinforcement was increased to 40 seconds, but rath er
latencies

became variable and a few responses were omitted.

P9 was returned to immediate reinforcement,
stabilized
latencies

during the second session.

When

the response .latencies

During a 6th session P9's

again became variable under an immediate reinforce ment

and variable trial

length . condition.

However, no errors were

produced by P9 in any sessions.
Participant

10 who was yoked to PB, produced a performance

similar to P9. Response latencies

under the delayed reinforcement

conditions did not increase as the reinforcement delay increased,
but instead became more variable.
replicated

PlO's perfor mance essentially

that of P9, with the exception that PlO made one error

during _the 4th session (Figure 10).

Figure 7.

The. response latencies
reinforcement.

in seconds for P7, with delayed

Response latencies

are from trial

onset and the point at which the original
dimension was introduced and trial
in the upper portion of the graph.
lines indicate
indicate

errors.

length is shown
Solid black

correct responses and dashed lines
The top line steps up or down Jn

correspondence with correct or incorrect
Phase a denotes variable
reinforcement.

stimulus
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The response latencies
reinforcement.

in seconds for PS, with delayed

Response latencies

are from trial

onset and the point at which the original

stimulus

.dimension was introduced is shown in the upper portion
of the graph.

Solid black lines indicate

responses and dashed lines indicate
line

errors.
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The response latencies
subject.

in seconds for P9, control

The point at which the original

stimulus

dimension was introduced is shown in the upper portion
of the graph.

Solid black lines indicate

responses and dashed lines indicate

errors.
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top line steps up or down in correspondence with
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Discussion
The two participants,

P7 and P8, who were exposed to delayed

r einforcement and a temporal fading procedure did not transfer
t heir responding to the new stimulus dimension.

Their response

latencies

S+ presentation

increased as the delay of the original

increased and their latencies

remained over 30 seconds for 30 trials.

The delays of rei nforce ment experienced by the particip ant s var ied
as the delay itself
participants

was increased.

The performance of these two

indicates that the re lative delay of reinforcement

engendered by Touchette's temporal fading procedure may be a necessary
component for producing a transfer
Interestingly,

in stimulus control.

when P7 and PB were subsequently placed on

immediate reinforcement and a temporal fading procedure, they still
did not transfer

their responding to the new stimulus dimension,

but instead responded to the original
indicates that the training

stimulus dimension.

This

under the delayed reinforcement

condition increased the control by the original
the participant

to tolerate

of each trial.

This result indicates

S+ as well as taught

delays of reinforcement from the onset
that the success of the temporal

fading procedure may rely on the participants

not having developed

a stable performance under conditions of delayed reinforcement.
other words, the relative

.... ...

In

delay of reinforcement between the two

stimulus dimensions becomes irrelevant

if the participant

has had

prior training to accept delays of r~inforcement.
Johnson and Cumming(1968) and Ray (1969) offered evidence
that the ·im
mediate history of a subject is very important in
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determining attention

within a compounddisplay.

Touchette (1971)

also suggested that immediate history v1as important in the facilitation of the transfer
transfer

of stimulus control.

The failure

to obtain

in Experiment II may, according to these researchers,

be

a function of the immediate history of delayed reinforcement that
each participant

brought to the immediate reinforcement condition.

On the other hand, since P7 and PB had a history of long
latencies

being reinforced,

the failure

to transfer

under the

immediate reinforcement condition may simply indicate
to behave in the fashion previously reinforced.

a tendency

This interpretation

would however, require the assumption that the subjects were
insensitive

to the dif fere nce between immediate and delayed reinforce-

ment in the fading series .
Particip ant 7 was exposed to immediate reinforcement and
temporal fading with variable

trial

length fo ll owing the completion

of the scheduled experimental sessions to determine if a variable
trial

length would produce a transfer

(Fig. 7, Phase£_).

This

was unsuccessful.
The control participants,
ment displayed no characteristic
variability

in response latencies

reinforcement.

Both participants

P9 and PlO, under delayed reinforceperformance other than increased
upon introduction

of delayed

continued responding under the

delayed reinforcement condition.
Overall,

Experiment II indicates

that the delay of reinforcement

engendered by the temporal fading procedure is apparently a necessary
condition to produce a transfer

of stimulus control but Experiment
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II also indicate? that relative
sufficient.

delay of reinforcement alone is not

In the case where prior conditions train a tolerance

for delayed reinforcement, participants
changes in relative
transfer.

may not be sensitive

to

delay of reinforcement and therefore may not
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CHAPTER
VII
Experiment III
Experiment III examined the effect of different
temporal delay on the momentof transfer

rates of

in the fading procedure.

If the differ ent ial delay of reinforcement between stimulus conditions is responsible for transfer

in a temporal fading procedure, then

the step size at which that delay increases should be an important
variable in determining the point at which the subject transfers
responding.

his

The current experiment examined the effect of three

step values upon the mom
ent of transfer.
Method
Particip ants
State Hospital-School,
Twopatients of Woodv1ard

Woodv1ard,Iowa

ages 6 years, 3 months, and 17 years who functioned in the mild
and moderate ranges of retardation

participated.

A third participant,

Pl3, was a normal 10-year-old female and~ fourth participant,

Pl2,

was a normal 7-year-old male. All were experimentally naive except
Pl3 who participated

in previous match-to-sample research.

Procedure
Each of the four participants

experienced the errorless

discri-

mination procedure described under general methodology. After ten
consecutive trials

on which no errors occurred, the participants

proceeded throu gh the following conditions.
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Fading.

The fading procedure with red and white backgrounds

was as described in Experiment I, with the following changes.
For Pll and Pl2, a correct
the next trial

response on Trial 1 affected

by delaying the onset of the red stimulus 0.1 seconds.

Thus, on Trial 2 both figures were presented and after 0.1 seconds
delay, the red was added to the S+ figure.
correct

On Trial 3, if the

response had been made on Trial 2, the original

after 0.2 seconds.
nated the trial
0.1 seconds.

On the other hand, an incorrect

This delay was programmed for the first

the last 30 trials.

The result

progression

Two participants,
the temporal variable

30 trials.

The

and 5.0 seconds for

Intertrial

This

necessary because

\'las

intervals

were 3.0 seconds.

P3 and P4, in Experiment I proceeded with
set at l .0 seconds.

experience is referred

variable

by

of these steps was a slightly

in delay.

of equipment limitations.

purposes.

response termi-

and reduced the delay in the subsequent trial

delay was then .5 seconds for the next 30 trials,

curvilinear

S+ was added

The data from that

to in this experiment again for comparison

The third pair,

Pl3 and Pl4, proceeded with the temporal

set at 10.0 seconds.

The criterion
response shift

for terminating

the fading procedure was a

to the new stimulus dimension for at least 10 conse-

cutive trials

as evidenced by a change of response latencies

participant's

choice of key or the completion of 90 trials

and the
under

one condition.
Reversal trainin~.

A discrimination

reversal

using the fading procedures described above.

was arranged

At the start

of each

--~
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reversal sequence the previously incorrect figure ' (horizontal

line)

was designated as correct by pairing it with the S+ (red or white)
background. Each reversal was accomplished by reintroducing the
original

S+ and delaying its onset according to the temporal parameters

specified above. Again the criterion

for terminating each sequence

was a shift in stimulus control for at least 10 consecutive trials.
There was, however, a minimumof 30 trials

in each reversal in order

to accomodate the usual session length.
Fading. After each reversal was accomplished, the participant
was returned to the prior fading procedure with th e same criterion
applying.
Results
Figure 11 shows the relationship
transfer

between the trial

occurred and the step of delay to which each participant

was exposed.

For each participant,

the number of trials

across .the three fading series that he experienced.
transfer

was averaged

The point of

ranged from Trial 14 to Trial 51 for Pll and from Trial 16

to 41 for Pl 2.

For Pl, the point of transfer

to 10 and for P2, from Trial 9 to 13.
transferred

ranged from Trial 3

Participants

on Trial 2 of each fading sequence.

there is an inverse relationship
number of trials

until transfer

13 and 14 always

As can be seen,

between the .step of delay and the
occurs.

Figures 12 and 13 show the

experimental experiences for Pll and Pl2 respectively.
was necessary to run 90 trials
criterion.

on which

in the first

For Pll, it

fading series to meet

The discrepancy in the slopes of the increasing response
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latencies

in the first

and second sessions of the fading series is

due to a change in the temporal delay parameter.
. in the equipment available,
for the first

30 trials,

Due to limitations

it was necessary to program .1 sec. steps

and then for the next session to start

3 sec. and increase in .5 sec. steps.

at

This same procedure was

necessary for Pl2 during the reversal seri.es, where Pl2 did not meet
criterion

in the first

reversal session.

Pl3 and Pl4 proceeded with the temporal delay variable set
at 10 secs.

In each of the three fading series that Pl3 and Pl4

experienced, they transferred
program. As a result,

on the second trial

Pl3 and Pl4 did not show the customary gradual

increase in response latencies

but instead demonstrated relatively

stable performances with longer latencies
first

few trials

of the fading

of the first

occurring only during the

fading series.

The accuracy of participants

Pll, Pl 2, Pl 3, and Pl4 was much

better than that of Pl and P2. Only four errors out of 600 trials
occurred for these participants.
Pll (Figure 12).

The four errors were emitted by

Twooccurred at the beginning of the reversal series

and two occurred at the beginning of the second fading series.
Discussion
The results

of Experiment III indicate that the step of delay

in the temporal fading procedure is an important factor in determining

the point at which a transfer

of stimulus control occurs.

of delay engender rapid transfers,
transfers

High steps

while very low steps lead to

late in a fading program.

Figure 11. Steps of delay and points of stimulus control transfer.
Data for each subject were averaged over three
fading sequences.
bars.
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Several conditions
be responsible

created by the different

steps of delay may

for these variances in performance.

extremely short delay, i.e.,

.l sec.,

First,

presents the subject with

a display where the new stimulus dimension is available
· briefly

on the first

few trials.

resembles an errorless

In this respect,

discrimination

stimulus is introduced briefly

the

alone ve~

the fading program

procedure where an unreinforced

and gradually increased in duration.

As the temporal delay increased to the point of a participant's
response laten cies during baseline,
their

responses further.

the participants

began to delay

This process slowly continued until the

discrep ancy between when a reinforc er was obtained and was avai lable
was relatively

great,

Then transfer

occurred.

i.e.,

approximately 15 secs. for one subject.

On the other hand, the participants

who experienced 10 sec.

step of delay were confronted on the first

trial

dimensions, old and new, and on the second trial
dimension for 10 secs.

with the two
with only the new

Both particip ants emitted l atenc ies of

approximately l to 2 secs. during baseline,
new dimension on the second trial
secs. on the third trial.

and responded to the

within 6 secs. and within 3 to 4

Subsequent response latencies

were even

shorter and closely resembled that obtained during the red vs.
white baseline.

Both Pl3 and Pl4 transferred

their experimental experience,

indicating

errorlessly

that on the first

throughout
trial

of each fading series,

they attended to both stimulus dimensio ns, a

necessary prerequisite

for transfer

to Ray and Sidman (1970).

of stimulus control according

On the second trial

when confronted

77
apparently with only the new dimension, both participants
to it appropriately.

responded
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CHAPTERVI I I

Discussion
The current research demonstrates that temporal fading procedures
are a reliable,
a transfer
interest

although complexly controlled,

method of achieving

of stimulus control from one dimension to another.
is the implication

Of

some of the current findings have

regarding the nature of a stimulus control transfer

in a fading series.

The current research suppor ts the findings of Fields,

Bruno,

and Keller (1976) who demonstrated that new stimuli acquire dimensional control in

sequential

brn

stages.

First,

the combined original

stimulus and the new element control responding and second, the new
stimulus alone controls

responding.

A similar

process has been

suggested by Ray and Sidman (1970) as controlling

stimulu s-r esponse

relationships.
The current research would indicate
can occur in as few as two trials.
two participants
original
The first

that the two-stage process

For example, in Experiment III

had a 10-second delay prior to the onset of the

stimulus dimension on the second trial
trial

consisted of the original

of each fading series.

and new stimulus dimension

presented simultaneously.

On the second trial

of each fading series,

both subjects

i.e.,

out of six series.

transferred,

In this case, the participants
on the first

trial,

six transfers

apparently attended to both dimensions

and then based their

new dimension on the second trial
The literature

(Fields,

responding solely on the

~vith no errors.

et. al.,

1976; Touchette, 1971) and the

current research suggests that many steps of a fading program may be
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superfluous,
errorless

in that only two trials

transfer.

specify the critical

are necessary to achieve an

However, difficulty
trials

in attempting to

in a fading procedure.

vary \'lidely in their point of transfer
consequently the critical

arises

trials

may

The subjects

in the fading program and

for any one subject may be impossible

to predict prior to his experience with the program.
Experiment II indicated

that the aspect of a temporal fading

procedure that produces a transfer
relative

of stimulus control may be the

delay of reinforcement beb,een two stimulus dimensions.

De Villiers

(1977) in reviewing work on choice and concurrent

schedules critici zed Chung and Herrnstein's

(1967) study on the

grounds that the pigeons' choice may have been influenced more by
rate of reinforcement than by relative

delay of reinforcement per se.

Overall rate of reinforcement may be an importan t variable
of reinforcem ent incre ases when the subject transfers

as dens ity

to the new

stimulus dimens ion.
The current research demonstrated that when overall density of
reinforcement is contro 11ed and equa 1 de 1ays of reinforcement are
imposed locally

for a response to either stimulus dimension, transfer

of stimulus control does not occur.

In addition,

when one participant,

P7, 1\lasplaced on the usual variable

length trial

1vith immediate

reinforcement to either stimulus dimension, he did not transfer
instead remained with the original
in the two prior conditions.

but

stimulus dimension as he had done

P7's last experience was accompanied by

an increase in overa 11 reinforcement density as the length of trials
1vas not fixed.

However, this 1vas not s uffi ci ent to produce transfer.
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The current research defined delays for reinforcement in terms
of the delay from the onset of a trial,

when reinforcement is available,

to the occurrence of a response which produced the reinforcer.
(1969) systematically

replicated

Chung and Herrnstein's

Shimp

study and

placed a response requirement after the delay blackout to obtain
reinforcement.

His results

matched relative

showed that two of the three pigeons still

response rates to the relative

However, since there was no time interval
peck ~nd food presentation,
was not the critical

reciprocal of delay .

imposed between the last

Shimp argued that delay of reinforcement

variable in Chung and Herrnstein's

A similar criticism

experiment.

could be made of the current research if

delay of reinforcement only denoted delays between a response and
its subsequent reinforcer.

In the temporal fading procedure there was

no delay of reinforcement in this sense as a correct response was
always followed by a reinforcer.

Consequently, the differential

betlveen the two stimulus dimensions, i.e.,
· of a trial

to the availability

controlling

a delay from the onset

of a reinforcer,

variable in determining a transfer

appears to be a
of stimulus control.

Delays of reinforcement between response and reinforcer

did occur

for the subjects in Experiment II under the delayed reinforcement
condition (see Appendix l).
a fixed trial

However, these delays were a result of

length which was employed to remove the differential

delay between the original and the new stimulus dimension.
Whether or not inhibitory
process of producing a transfer
able.

stimulus control enters into the
in stimulus control remains question-

The current research (Experiment I) demonstrated that while
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sufficient,

inhibitory

stimulus control is .not necessary to produce

transfers.

Whenpresumably neutral stimulus backgrounds were

employed in a temporal fading procedure subjects
and without errors.

transferred

At the same time, the neutrality

backgrounds in Experiment I may be questioned.

readily

of the stimulus

No independent

demonstration that the blue stimulus functioned as a non-aver sive
stimulus was conducted and an appropriate

conclusion may be that the

blue background was just as aversive as the origin al S- dimension
since the results

were similar.

Overall, the current research points to the relative
reinforcement from the onset of a trial
minant of the transfer
discrimination

task.

as being the primary deter-

of stimulus control in
The step

del ay of

a simultaneous visual

by which the delay increases

is an

important factor in determining the point at which a particip ant will
transfer

in a fad-ing series and the use of very high steps of delay

offers evidence supporting a two-stage analysis of stimulus control
transfer.
Future research should examine the poss i bi 1i ty of tvJo tr·i a 1
transfer

in physical fading procedures, employing superimposition

old and new stimulus dimensions for only one trial.
research indicates

of

Also, the present

that further research is needed to more fully

understand performance under fixed delays of reinforcement versus
relative

delay of reinforcement in simultaneous discrimination

tasks.
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Appendix

Table 3
Delays of reinforcement incurred by P7 during fading
conditions.
Session #2

Session #3

5.4
7.3
2.4
5.6
4. 1

10 sec

13.9
11.0
11. 0
9. 1
7.6
8. l
7.0
5.7
4.4
3.0

20 sec

4.2
~.9
5.2
5.0
5.3
5.0
4.7
4.9
4. 7
5.4
5.4
5.0
5.4
4.9
5.3
5.2
5.4
3.6
4.9
4.4
5. l
5.3
5.9
5.2
3.3
5.4
5.3
4.6
4.9
5.7

12.4
11. 3
9.3
9.0
7.3
6.4
2.6
4.6
3.9
2.7

30 sec

11. 3
10.3
8.9
8.3

7.6

40 sec

40 sec

Table 4
Delays of reinforcement incurred by PS during fading
conditions.
Session #2
6.7
7.2
6.0
5.7
5.2

10 sec

13.4
13. l
12.0
10.9
l O.l
9.2
8.4
7.2
6. l
5.2

20 sec

14. l
17. 0
12. 2
11. l
10. l
9.0
8. l
7.2
6.0
4.9

30 sec

13.6
12.5
11.2
10.5
9.4

40 sec

Session #3
8.6
8.9
7.0
8.9
8.0
8.9
9. l
9. l
9. l
9. l
9. 1
9. l
9. l
9. l
9. 1
9.2
32.6
9.2
9. l
9. l
8.8
7.0
9. l
9. l
9. l
9.2
9. l
9.2
9.2

40 sec
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Table 5
Delays of reinforcement for P9 in the control condition
of Red vs. White.
Session #2

Session #3

8. 1
No Response
4.0
10 sec

37.9
37.9
37.2
38.0
34.9
38.4
39.0
30.7
37.6
35.0
36.6
39.0
40 sec
33. l
28.4
39.6
32.2
15. 9
38.4
26.7
36.4
35.9
36. 1
35.2
38. l
34.9
No Response
34-. 9
No Response
37.6
37. l

l. l

. 8.0
16. 1

13. 4
14.5
17. 9
15.4
14.9

20 sec

16. l
16.6

13. 2
18.7
27.4
27.4
27.2
25.7
26.7
30 sec
17.5
26.0
27.4
27.1
No Response

23.7
35. 1
37.7
36.6
37.7

40 sec

Tab1e 6
Delays of reinforcement for PlO in the control condition
of Red vs. White.
Session #2
9.0
9. 1
9. 1
9.0
9.3
18. 7
18.9
18. 7
19. l
18. 9
19.0
18. 9
18.6
18.6

10 sec

20 sec

29.1
29.0
28.7
29.0
28.0
29.0
27.6
29.6
28.9
28.4

30 sec

38.9
38.7
39.0
38.9
38.9

·O sec

,Session #3
39.0
38.6
38.4
37.3
37.6
38.6
38.0
38.9
38.9
38.1
38.7
38.0
38.6
38.7
38.9
39.0
33.4
38.7
38. l
39 .1
39.1
37.4
38.9
38.0
38.4
37.2
38.6
38.9
38.6
37.7

40 sec
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to the Treatment Program Areas (4), the Diagnostic Evaluative
Clinic, and the Short Term and Respite Care Unit, along with
the Traveling Team. Services include routine assessments of
intellectual and adaptive behavi or functioning levels; program
design, implementation, and maintenance for individuals, wards,
buildings, or Treatment Program Areas . . Treatment is primarily
based on principles of applied behavior analysis.
From April thru August, 1976, I served as an acting Treatment
Program Administrator, in addition to regular duties. The
position is one of functional supervision over a wide range of
professionals comprising an inter-disciplinary
treatment team
including social wor kers, psychologists, M.D., RN's, LPNs,
as well as direct care staff (approximately 150) and other
1
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specialized positions.
The Treatment Program Areas are the
major service units for residents and assume responsibility
for resident services and welfare.
Committee work: Chairman, Research Review Committee (WSHS);
Member, HumanRights Committee (WSHS);Chairman, Division of
Mental Health Resources Committee on Aversive Conditioning.
Developed the Division s current policy on use of aversive
conditioning in MRand MHinsti t utions in Iowa.
1

September 1974 to December 1974. Acting Director, Department
of Psychology and Diagnostic-Evaluative Clinic Psychologist.
During this time the department duties were the same as
described above. The Diagnostic-Evaluative Clinic responsibilitie s include providing intellectu al and adaptive behavior
assessments for clients of the Diagnostic-Evaluative Clinic,
usually .3-4 per week, and developing recommendations for
programming and placement within the community as well as follow up on previous placements from the Short Term and Respite
Care Unit.
September 1973 to . Septembe~ 1974. Diagnostic-Evaluative Clinic
Psychologist and Programming Consultant, Short Term and Respite
Care Unit (STTRC). The D-E duties were as described above.
The STTRCduties includ e individual program design for behavior
problems, ward, school, and home settings, parental consul tat i on
and training for control of behavior problems during visit ation
period s and subsequent to discharge. The STTRCunit serve s the
communities in the northern half of Iowa for intensive programming needs and respite care on a one to three month basis.
January 1973 to June 1973. Intern, ManpowerDevelopment Service
(one-ha lf time). Duties included conducting analysis of
manpowerand employee-employer relationship problems in various
industries and recommendingand/or implementing programs for
behavioral change.
~uly 1972 to January 1973. Manager, HumanBehavior Lab, Utah
State University (one-ha 1f time). Supervised research with
children, maintained electro-mechanical, solid state and digital
computer programming equipment (under the direction of Dr.
J.G. Osborne, USU).
September 1970 to June 1972. Research Assistant, Animal
Behavior Research Lab, Utah State University (one-half ti me).
Conducted research on social schedules of reinforcement,
taught classes in psychological instrumentation and managed
programming equipment (under the direction of Dr. R.B. Powers,

usu).
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Experience previous to Septemb~r 1970. Rese~rch Fellow (196970, Eastern Washington State College, one-half time); WorkStudy (Psych. Dept.); and the usual assortment of labor, i.e.
Forest Service, Construction, etc.
PAPERS& PUBLICATIONS
Rates of Responding in Complementary Mixed and Multiple
Schedules of Reinforcement. Eastern Washington State College,
Unpublished Master's Thesis, 1970.
Punishment: A Coro11ary to Reinforcement as Defined by Premack.
Proceedings of the Utah Academyof Science, Arts and Lett ers,
1971, 48, #2, pp 10-14 .
. Changes in Relative Time Allocation as Behavioral Contrast.
Paper presented at the Rocky Mountain Psychological Association,
May 1972.
Increasing Genera1 Cooperative Behavior between Ret.9_I_sled
Adolescents. Paper prese nted at Minnesota Association for the
Advancement of Behavior Therapy, Brainard, September 1974, with
Makarowski, L.M., and Mundy, J.A.
Increasing Work Behavior in Retarded Adolescents. Paper
presented at Minnesota Association for the Advancement of
Behavior Therapy, Brainard, September 1974, with Makarowski,
L.M., and Mundy, J.A.
Modifying Staff Behavior through Two Types of Feedback. Paper
presented at Minnesota Association for the Advancement of Behavior Therapy, Brainard, September 1974, with Makarowski, L.M.,
and Mundy, J .l\.
Effects of Reinforcement and Overcorrection on On-Task Behavior
and Self-Stimulatory Behavior. Paper presented at Midwestern
Association of Behavior Analysis, Chicago, May 1976, with
Richard Powell.
Self-Government of Mealtime Behavior with the Mentally Retarded.
Paper presented at Midwestern Association of Behavior Analysis,
Chicago, May 1976, with Scott Parker and Susan Goodwin.
Increasing Institutional
Staff Work Behavior With Mild Naturalisti c Aversive Control : The Coffee Break. Paper presented at
Midwestern Association of Behavior Analysis, Chicago, May 1977,
with James Woolcock and Robert Tallon (in submission to the
American Journal of Mental Deficiency).
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PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
American Association on Mental Deficiency
American Psychological Association
Midwestern Association of Behavior Analysis
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